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The surface is much more than what limits a body from the outside. We know about

this meaning and we have made it our mission to do our job in each and every one

of them.We have made it our goal to modify and improve virtually every material in

its properties. This requires absolute flexibility and meticulousness at every stage of

the process. This passion accompanies us in the processing of complex individual

parts as well as in extensive series production.Good is not good enough for us: On

the one hand, to always meet your requirements and on the other hand to develop

our production on the other hand, we have implemented a strict and

uncompromising quality management with us. For example, we increase the

effectiveness and efficiency of our entire range of services, for example through

regular audits, training and further training measures for all our

employees.SERVICES:SOLUTIONSWe are your specialist for painting of plastic parts

and ABS components, plastic coating, plastic painting and water transfer

printing. We have made it our goal to modify and improve virtually every material in

its properties. This requires absolute flexibility and meticulousness at every stage of

the process. This passion accompanies us in the processing of complex individual

parts as well as in extensive series production.Where the automation reaches its
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limits, we still provide optimal results with expert manual work. In the end, metals

as well as plastics either become particularly wear-resistant, dirt-repellent,

lubricious, corrosion-resistant, heat-resistant, chemically resistant and simply

visually sophisticated.
SURFACE TECHNOLOGYWe paint and coat decorative functional surfaces exactly to

the requirements of our customers in industry and trade. This allows us to improve

virtually every material in its properties - metal as well as plastics. We paint and

coat decorative functional surfaces exactly to the requirements of our customers

from industry and trade. This allows us to improve virtually every material in its

properties - metal as well as plastics. In the end, a component becomes either

particularly wear-resistant, dirt-repellent, lubricious, corrosion-resistant or even

chemically resistant or simply optically demanding.Our range of products extends

from joint planning to the punctual delivery of finished coated products. With our

coating and painting technology, we ensure perfect results for the individual part as

well as for the series. Where automation reaches its limits, we continue to provide

optimum results with expert manual work.
SPECIAL COATINGIn addition to optical tasks, the surface naturally also fulfills

protective tasks for the workpiece, in particular. In two stages, it must first be

checked which purpose the workpiece should serve. Thereafter, demands are made

on the durability of the coating of the workpiece.In order to be able to define cleanly

all coating requirements, five classes of stress are classified. The requirements of

the coating can be optimally adapted to the respective intended use of the finished

product.
PRINTING PROCESSWe can provide your components and materials with special

coatings that give them certain additional properties. All types of coatings are

conceivable - from classic printing to water transfer, where your painted surfaces

are precisely applied to three-dimensional objects. The work with airbrush

technique , the classic screen printing and the indirect printing of plastic bodies by
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means of pad printing are also part of our extensive portfolio of services.
LOGISTICSWith our own fleet of vehicles, we can take over the entire logistics for

our customers on request - just in time and with fixed delivery dates. We can even

organize, control and control the entire flow of goods for you. Our offer ranges from

the collection and coating of your components over the composition of entire

assemblies in our manufacturing facilities to the assembly and finishing of the

components manufactured by us.And of course we also take over the packaging

and transport of small, medium and large series for you. Naturally, we work in a

highly flexible manner in accordance with your requirements: In the packaging

area, we offer you the shipment of large batches on Euro pallets as well as the

individual packaging of small components in tissue paper.
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